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Summary

Kouwenberg, R.F.W.M.; Knowledge Base rule generation for a vision system
M.Sc. Thesis, Measurement and Control Group (ER), Department of Electrical
Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands, April 1995

An existing Vision Survey System is utilized to recognize objects in an industrial
manufacturing area using a programmed Knowledge Base (KB). In this hand-made KB
human knowledge is entered (both of the analysis of an image as of the functioning of
the Vision Survey System).
Research has been done to automatically generate KB descriptions for objects to be
learned for later recognition purposes. In a first approach only ideal images from one
viewpoint are described. As a further goal a more fault tolerant description is
investigated.
A KB description generator has been implemented. Three different description
structures for the KB have been evaluated. Depending on the description goal chosen
one of these structures or a to be defined structure can be used to describe new objects.

Samenvatting

Kouwenberg, R.F.W.M.; Knowledge Base rule generation for a vision system
Afstudeerverslag, vakgroep Meet- en Regeltechniek (ER), faculteit Elektrotechniek,
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, April 1995

Een bestaand Vision Survey Systeem wordt gebruikt om objekten in een industriele
werkplaats te herkennen met behulp van een geprogrammeerde Knowledge Bases (KB).
In deze met de hand gemaakte KB is menselijke kennis gebruikt (zowel in de analyse
van een beeld, als van het functioneren van het Vision Survey Systeem).
Een onderzoek is uitgevoerd met als doelstelling automatisch KB beschrijvingen voor te
leren objekten te genereren, om deze later te kunnen herkennen. In eerste opzet worden
ideale objecten vanuit een gezichtspunt beschreven. Daarna werd een meer fout
tolerante beschrijving onderzocht.
Een automatische KB generator is gerealiseerd. Drie verschillende strukturen voor de
KB zijn geevalueerd. Afhankelijk van de gekozen doelstelling kan een van deze
strukturen of een te definieren struktuur gebruikt worden om objekten te beschrijven.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Measurement and Control Section of the Department of Electrical Engineering of
the Eindhoven University of Technology participates in the ESPRIT-6042 "Hephaestos
2" project. As a result of this participation the Vision Survey System has been
developed [Kaptein, 1993].

The Vision Survey System is a combination of hardware and software. In an
experimental setup a scaled model of a shipyard is placed where cameras are pointed
at this scene to capture images of (parts of) the scene. Several software modules are
combined in the Vision Survey System: the Low Level Vision module extracts lines
from the captured images. The Structural Matching module is able to recognize known
objects from the extracted lines. Several other modules take care of calibration and
other functions. The Vision Survey System uses a Knowledge Base for the recognition
of objects. Some known objects are already described in an existing Knowledge Base.

In this research the automated generation of new object descriptions has been
investigated. Several different description methods for the analysis of new objects are
found in literature. One of these methods is used to extract information from new
objects.

The recognition of new objects is performed with a line search method. For the line
search method an order in the description of lines is necessary. The 'Inference Engine'
will try to find a set of lines in a scene which resembles to the description of an object.
The search time is decreased by letting the inference engine search for these lines in a
specific manner. A Knowledge Base generator has been implemented which is capable
of creating new Knowledge Base descriptions. The search method and possibly an
error tolerant mechanism are built in the description structure.

This report describes a literature search for different description methods, a brief
inspection of the Vision Survey System, two analysis methods, the generation of a
knowledge base description and conclusions and recommendations.
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Chapter 2

Object description methods

2.1 Introduction

The objects of which a description has to be made in this research consist of faces
placed on a base plate, perpendicularly connected. One or more faces can construct a
3D object. One or more of these objects can be placed in a scene. An image of this
scene is captured as a grey scale image, from which line segments (the edges of the
faces) are extracted.

The goal of this research is to extend the Vision Survey System with a facility to
automatically generate a description ofnew objects for later recognition.

In the Vision Survey System (Chapter 3) a description method and a search mechanism
were already implemented. It is however unclear whether a different description
method or a variation of the implementation would provide better results. In literature
several methods have been found, all with their advantages and/or disadvantages, and
specific conditions in which they can be applied. The search mechanism or numerical
method used for recognition is closely related to the description method; the function
and limitations of the recognition process will also be important for the choice of the
description method.

The description method to be selected will have its main use in 2D descriptions of line
drawings, with in at first only straight lines and rectangular connections (in 3D). In
later research this may be extended to oval like lines and random connections, and the
method might be extended to descriptions in the 3D space.

Ideal circumstances are assumed firstly in the description (both the description method
and the description itself). Later, disturbances of the form of misaligned, mangled,
missing and / or extraneous extracted lines are investigated. If possible small
disturbances have to be reckoned with.

2.2 Description methods

In a modem vision system a scene is usually captured (in grey scale or color) in several
images by one or more cameras from one or more viewpoints. From each image a set of
lines or vertices can be extracted by e.g. an edge detector. Several different methods of
analysis for 2D line drawings and/or grey scale images which can be used for the
generation of a description of an object are found in literature.
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RULE GENERATION FOR A VISION SYSTEM 5

The objects used in the Vision Survey System consist of geometrical constructions
[Kaptein,1993]. Some examples are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Some geometrical objects

This type of objects is sometimes called 'Legoland' objects when solid objects are
referred to. In this research the objects are not necessarily solid, but are related to this
type of objects. The grey scale information in each image is at the moment used only
for the extraction of lines.

2.2.1 Vertex and line oriented method

Guzman [Guzman, 1968] introduced a line oriented method to describe objects in terms
of characteristic line combinations. Combinations of lines are labeled to obtain a small
set of possible combinations. Guzman and Clowes [Clowes, 1971] concentrated merely
on the characterization and categorization of such line combinations considering the
nature of the vertices (e.g. 'outline', 'convex', 'concave', 'forks', 'peeks', 'legs', [Guzman
1968]). An example of the Guzman method is depicted in Figure 2.

+ +( )+ outline+
+ + + convex

+

~
concave+ +

~+
+

+
+

+
Figure 2 An object analyzed with the Guzman method

Huffman [Huffman, 1971] exploited the result of their work to the verification of the
existence of possible combinations in line images. The combination of types of vertices,
outline and labelling of being either convex or concave of each of these lines is used to
form a description.

Although this method is to a certain extent useful, several constraints exist:

• perspective is not allowed (the set of types of vertices would become larger)
• just restricted information related to lines is used for the characterization of an object
• although the method of Guzman can be used to formally characterize an object, it
would be rather impossible to recognize objects accordingly from disturbed line images
containing various (partly occluded) objects.
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6 KNOWLEDGE BASE

2.2.2 Predicate method

Winston [Winston, 1975] and Pavlidis [Pavlidis, 1977] introduce a method which uses
geometrical information. Characteristics of a set of lines, representing the object under
analysis, are extracted. Several different characteristics (hereafter to be named
predicates), can be composed, as long as each of these predicates contains some form of
information; A 'length' predicate e.g. is of little or no use; a comparing predicate as
'samelength' of two or more lines can be distinctive. The result of this method is a list of
predicates which were found to have deliver a value ('true', 'blue', '10.2' ) with one, two,
or more involved lines as arguments of the predicates.

The information extraction in the form of predicates produces a lot of possibilities. Not
only can this information be used for reasoning purposes, but also for search engines
and/or numerical objectives. Which kind of information is extracted depends on the
choice of predicates. Batchelor [Batchelor, 1991] utilizes a Prolog based search
mechanism to recognize objects with help of defined characteristics.

Pavlidis analyzes an image in several different ways, mainly to clarify the specific use
of a methodology and arguments for (not) using them. Several other 2D oriented
methods (e.g. outline step labelling, Figure 3) give ways to understand the human
approach in analyzing an image. Unfortunately they are not applicable for 2D views of
3D objects.

a = forward step
b =90° turn clockwise
c = 90° turn counterclockwise

description:
a22.b.a12.b.
a6.b.a6.b.a2.c.a2.c.a6.c.a2.c.a2.b.a6.b.
a6.b.a6.b.a2.c.a2.c.a6.c.a2.c.a2.b.a6.b.
a6.b.a12

Figure 3 Outline step method description

6
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2.2.3 Grey level pincushion method

7

In articles concerning biological vision systems the histogram and/or the grey scale
gradients were explicitly utilized (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Two objects in grey scale and as a gradient and outline picture

The grey scale gradient carries infomation which can be translated to a vector diagram.
Each object has a specific vector diagram; a kind of signature. This signature is
dependent on the surface of the object, lighting conditions, and possible disturbances.
Information can be extracted like the center of the object, the surface type, outline,
lighting points and dimensions. A lookup table can be generated for known objects
with help of these characteristics. Recognizing known objects will consist of a search in
this table.

Supposing that the entities can be stained with some color (e.g. chemical substances),
then the percentage or region of the image which contains this level of grey or color is
an indication how many or what kind of object (e.g. bacteria) is present.

The marking of objects with colors would give an easy solution for recognition
purposes. It would however decrease the functionality of recognition: an effort to mark
each object is necessary and still, recognition of size, lines, and/or other measures will
have to be carried out.

This grey level pincushion method can be useful when objects with various colors
and/or non-straight lines have to be described.

2.2.4 Polar transform method

The Hough transform [Wahl, 1989] is a method in which the image lines are
transformed from a 2D cartesian into a polar coordinate system (Figure 5).

7
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Figure 5 Hough transfonn of a cube

Several different polar transforms exist; in Figure 4 the angle of a line and its minimal
distance to the origin is used. In a different version the angle from the origin to a set of
points on a line is transformed (for further information: US patent 3.069.654). Each
object is transformed to a specific pattern in the polar coordinate system,with which
also a lookup table can be generated.

The Hough transform is not of much use either, due to perspective. Parallel lines in 3D
will not be parallel in a 2D view (unless they happen to be both either 2D parallel or
perpendicular to the horizon).

2.2.5 Functionality method

Stark [Stark, 1990] chooses a higher level of description: an object is described in some
form of functionality, the object chair was taken as an example (Figure 6).

Figure 6 A chair defined as
groundplane, backplane, etc.

The object is separated into smaller parts which are labelled by their (human) use. A
chair can be defined as a platform parallel to the ground, in its simplest definition a

8



RULE GENERATION FOR A VISION SYSTEM 9

stool. A more comfortable chair is defined as having also a backplane and possibly two
elbow-rests. Several exemplary objects were analysed and categorized to belong to
either one of the chair groups or none of the groups.

The use of a higher level of abstraction could gain some benefit; a description will be
short. With this short description a search or numerical method can be performed. The
use of lower levels directly in the implementation of the labels, instead by use of some
decision mechanism, is unfortunately just a geometrical method repackaged. The use of
different description levels is however quite intriguing, but depends on perfect
functional lower levels.

2.2.6 Other methods

The number of description methods is vast. Several methods involve numerical
analysis, others a search mechanism, or a combination of them.

Figure 7 Thinning of an airplane

For example, a 'thinned' body can be used to obtain numerical data. In Figure 7 the
alignment and position of the wings in relation to the body of the airplane. The
advantage of the thinning method is the reduction of information; only the positions of
the endpoints of the thinned body lines are used. With this data a comparison can be
made with previous snapshots. As a final result airplane identification, position and
velocity can be estimated.

A lot of methods rely on heuristic search mechanisms. A search engine looks for one or
more of these objects in an image with help of a set of relations which describe a set of
objects. The programming language Prolog can be used in such circumstances
[Batchelor, 1991]. No restrictions are placed upon the calculation time in the situations
where heuristic search mechanisms are used. Besides the calculation time, also the
path which is traversed is unknown. Both of these effects are not preferred: preferably
the search mechanism is to be directed and the outcome should be available within a
delimitated time interval.

9
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2.3 Selection of the description method

The objects to be described consist of steel plates, painted with red-lead. A scene can
contain several of these objects, where all objects are fixed to a 'base plate'. The objects
itself have perpendicular connections between the rectangular plates.

The goal is to discern which known object(s) (set of plates) is present in which part of
the scene. A 3D model can be fitted with this data and with this set of 3D models a
welding robot will be guided to weld the interconnections of the steel plates.

The analysis of the image (Chapter 4) is dependent on the description method chosen.
Of the above mentioned methods a preference appears for a predicate method,
described by Winston and Pavlidis : the predicate method uses a labelling scheme to
describe an image. Labels can be given to single lines ( monadic predicates ), or
combinations of two or more lines ( diadic predicates, triadic - , etc. ). A label can be a
property ( 'vertical', 'red', 'parallel' ) or can contain numerical information ( distance
between two lines ).

A predicate method with geometrical information offers the facility to:

• contain a kind of information:
- geometrical information (e.g. parallel lines)
- analytical infomation (e.g. number of -, connections of faces)
- numerical information (e.g. length of lines)

• utilize possible methods:
- search methods (heuristic or exhaustive)
- numerical calculation methods (e.g. statistics or characteristics)

Various methods extract information, but with the prerequisites that i) the objects to be
described consist of geometrical constructions, ii) no object dependent grey scale
information is present (all objects have the same color : red lead), iii) plates have
perpendicular connections to other plates, then the extraction of geometrical
information will provide the best results. The predicate method does not limit its
information to geometrical relations; numerical and other relations can still be
provided as predicates.

The description of an object can be seen as a set of characteristics. An algorithm can be
formed that uses some or all of these characteristics to come to a conclusion regarding
the objects in question.

Each new object generates a pool of predicates ( all possible combinates of lines as
arguments for each of the chosen predicates ), from this set a selection ( all or some
subset of the pool of predicates ) can be made, depending on how the extracted data
will be used.

10



Chapter 3

The Vision Survey System

3.1 Introduction

The Vision Survey System (VSS) is developed as a result of the participation of the
Measurement and Control section of the Department of Electrical Engineering of the
Eindhoven University of Technology in the ESPRIT-6042 "Hephaestos 2" project. The
implementation of (parts of) the vision survey system has been described extensively
[Broertjes 1993, Kaptein 1993, Staal 1993,Verschuren 1995, Laak 1995].

Although the results of this research can be considered independently of the Vision
Survey System, the implementation is strongly related to it. Only necessary functional
elements of the Vision Survey System are discussed briefly here, for further
information the above references can be used.

3.2 Functional description

The experimental setup for the Vision Survey System is a (scaled version of a) shipyard
building site. Several plates are placed to form a workpiece which is a part of a ship.
The workpiece can be regarded as combinations and placements of plates which form
individual standard objects. Several cameras ( from different viewpoints) are pointed
at this workpiece. The Vision Survey System consists of several modules, of which Low
Level Vision and Structural Matching are of the most interest for the present research.
Images are grabbed sequentially and stored in a computer.

Figure 8 An example of a grey level image

From these grey level images, lines are extracted by the Low Level Vision module,
upon which Structural Matching attempts to recognize objects (Figure 8, 9). Before,

11



12 KNOWLEDGE BASE

during and after each execution of a module calibrations and corrections take place.

/

\ \
//
/

Figure 9 The corresponding extracted line segments

At this moment the structural matching module uses already some hand-made
knowledge base descriptions. In these existing descriptions several tricks, exceptions,
and functional knowledge of objects were used to form these descriptions. As a result
some descriptions are very effective, on the other hand, errors can be introduced,
because mostly not much time has been spent on the functionality and the order of the
entries in the knowledge base.

3.3 The Knowledge Base

The Knowledge base was specified by Kaptein [Kaptein 1993]. In a Knowledge Base
several object descriptions are placed. For each object also different line-structure
descriptions are possible. A minimal Knowledge Base contains one object name, one
line-structure, a number of line descriptions for this line-structure, and a goal for the
line-structure.

The used name conventions are:

line-structure
line-structure of an object type

line-structure of a KB

structure formed by a set of line segments in a 2D face
structure formed by line segments in a 2D face that
represent the edges of the object of the considered object
type
description of a line-structure in the knowledge base by
means of predicates

12



RULE GENERATION FOR A VISION SYSTEM 13

Table 1 The Knowledge Base as a production rule scheme

Several different descriptions and types of descriptions can be implemented according
to the grammar as depicted in Table 1; a graphical structure is shown in Figure 10.

13



If predicate(..) ( and predicate(..) )*
If predicate(..) ( and predicate(..) )*
Found_line(l)

14

Object 1 Narne of object 1
Linestructure 1

Line 1
i
I
I.

Lme2
If predicate(..) ( and predicate(..) )*
If predicate(..) ( and predicate(..) )*
Found_line(2)

Goal if rninirnal_nrnbr_lines(a,b)
found_object(l)

Llnestructure 2
Line 1 If predicate(..) ( and predicate(..) )*

If predicate(..) ( and predicate(..) )*
Found_line(l)

Line 2
If predicate(..) ( and predicate(..) )*
If predicate(..) ( and predicate(..) )*
Found_line(2)

Goal if rninirnal_nrnbr_lines(c,d)
found_object(l)

Object 2 Narne of object 2
Line 1 If predicate(..) ( and predicate(..) )*

[. .. ]
Goal if rninirnal_nrnbr_lines(e,f)
found_object(2)

[' ..J

KNOWLEDGE BASE

Figure 10 The framework of a KB

Although the structure of the Knowledge Base is generated with a small grammar and
for each line just two production rules are placed, in practice several description
structures are possible. Care has to be taken not to take the text of the Knowledge
Base too literally: although the KB can be read, the description in the form of
predicates is more a list of functions which in combination can give a conclusion
concerning the presence of an object and its affiliated lines. A human reader might
interpret the description differently. For example the calculation of the predicate 'left'
[Kaptein, 1993; Verschuren, 1995] depends on the definition of the predicate. The same
definition of predicates has to be used in the generation of a new Knowledge Base
description and in the Inference Engine of Structural Matching.

3.4 The Inference Engine

The Knowledge Base is used by the Structural Matching module of the Vision Survey
System. A line-structure of the Knowledge Base is evaluated rule by rule by
substitution of the extracted lines of an image into the arguments of these predicates.
The inference engine is the core of Structural Matching.

14
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Figure 11 The depth
first search algorithm

15

The Knowledge Base description is evaluated for each substition of a subset of the
extracted lines from an image into the object lines. All possible mappings are traversed
with a depth first search algorithm (Figure 11) until the goal is reached, in which event
an object has been recognized.

"• • • •

scene

extracted lines

mapping to

object lines

Figure 12 The result of Structural Matching

An object is described with one or more line-structure descriptions in the KB. Each
line-structure description contains one or more line descriptions and in the final part of
a line-structure description a 'goal' definition. Each line description contains two
production rules and a delimiter (if A if B foundline(.». The line descriptions and the
order in which they are placed are used to lead the inference engine.

The mapping of the KB description is one step at a time: the inference engine
evaluates candidate image lines for each line in the line-description until a valid
substition has been found. In case the outcome of a mapping of a line is dependent on
just one monadic predicate (a monadic predicate is a predicate with just one argument),
then a decision can be made to map an image line to a line in the line-structure
description. In case a description for a line contains also other lines as arguments for
the predicate description, then the other lines in the description should already be
assigned.

The line-structure description ends with a goal. In this goal a minimum and a

15



16 KNOWLEDGE BASE

maximum amount of to be recognized lines is defined. If the number of recognized lines
is between these limits, then the line-structure of an object is recognized in subsets of
the image lines (Figure 12).

The inference engine of Structural Matching has to deal with several possible problem
situations : more than one object may be present in a scene, one object may occlude
another, reflections of light sources on the objects will cause several false edges. Noise
can also corrupt the line extraction process.

A summary of line deformations ('noise'):

• superfluous lines,
• shortage of lines,
• misalignment of lines,
• length of lines,
• occlusion of object lines,

these can be caused by:

i) noise (in the system, numerical results, discretization, quantization)
ii) calculation method
iii)distortions (in system, non-linear conversion)
iv)reflections
etc.

From several experiments the behaviour of Structural Matching and Low Level Vision
can be estimated: short lines are likely to have both angle and length distortions,
longer lines are likely to just have length distortions. Depending on lighting conditions
and positions of the objects in a scene the other distortions (besides system dependent
noise) occur.

These errors and the situation in which the search or numerical method and the
associated calculation time tends to become of order Non Polynomial have to be
avoided. If a Knowledge Base description is badly composed then Structural Matching
could even stop, remain in a loop or possibly generate erroneous results.

16



Chapter 4

Analysis of a line image

4.1 Introduction

Using the predicate method, information is extracted from a new object. The predicate
method offers the means to extract information. Choices have to be made which
information to extract (which predicates to use and which combinations of lines to
evaluate), and also how to interpret the extracted information. The choices and
conclusion will result in a Knowledge Base description method.

4.2 Extraction of information

In a first approach the set of lines was divided into smaller subsets. A logical decision
was to choose the faces as subsets. A set of lines representing an object (e.g. a cube)
can then be subdivided into smaller subsets: in the case of a characteristic view of a
cube three smaller subsets, faces I, II, III (Figure 13).

1

5

4

2

3

6

8

1

6

2

8

Figure 13 A cube analyzed

An object (the set of lines) can in this way be represented by a data structure. After
numbering all faces, a data structure can be generated (Figure 14).

object

face

line

vertex
Figure 14 A graphical representation of an object

17



18 KNOWLEDGE BASE

With this data representation information can be attached to each node or arc, for
example:

• object information
faces in the object
the remainder of lines in the object not forming a face

• face information
lines in the face

• line information
connections to 2 point nodes

• point information
x,y coordinates

The graphical representation gives some insight of the kind of information that can be
extracted, and how this information can be represented. In the previous example and
in the present Vision Survey System the only extracted information by Low Level
Vision is contained in the positions of the begin - and end points of the extracted lines.
Besides the positions of the extracted lines, also calibration data is present (e.g. the
position of the vertical vanishing point). Several evaluations can be performed using
these positions and calibration data. The outcomes of these evaluations and which
(combinations of) line(s) are used as arguments form the information. The positions of
lines can be regarded as primary information, the outcome of the evalutions as
secondary information. For recognition purposes just the outcomes of the evaluations
will be used, therefore these are called the extracted information.

The predicate method is used to describe an object. In this method evaluations with
lines (actually the positions of these lines) as arguments are used. The operators of the
evaluations are called predicates. Kaptein [Kaptein 1993] implemented a number of
Boolean predicates, for example:

monadic predicates:
• vertical

diadic predicates:
• parallel
• proximity (lprox, tprox)
• left of
• right of
• above
• below

The extracted information forms a pool of predicates. A cube (Figure 13) is taken as an
example. The extracted predicates from the faces are:

vertical(l), parallel(l,3), proximity(l,2), proximity(l,4), left(l,2), left(l,3), leftof(l,4),
above(I,2), below(I,4), proximity(1,5), horizontal(2), parallel(2,4), proximity(2,1),
proximity(2,3), leftof(2,3), below(2,1), below(2,3), below(2,4), right(2, 1), proximity(2,
9), vertical(3), parallel(3,1), proximity(3,2), proximity(3,4), above(3,2), below(3,4),

18



RULE GENERATION FOR A VISION SYSTEM 19

right(3,2), right(3,4), proximity(3,7), proximity(3,9), horizontal(4), parallel(4,2),
above(4,1), above(4,2), above(4,3), proximity(4,1), proximity(4,3), proximity(4,5),
proximity(4,7), horizontal(4), parallel(4,6), proximity(4,5), proximity(4,7), left(4,7),
below(4,5), below(4,6), below(4,7), right(4,5), proximity(4,l), proximity(4,3),
horizontal(5), parallel(5,7), proximity(5,4), proximity(5,6), below(5,6), above(5,4),
proximity(5,l), horizontal(6), parallel(6,4), proximity(6,5), proximity(6,7), left(6,7)),
above(6,4), above(6,5), above(6,7), right(6,5), proximity(6, 8), horizontal(7),
parallel(7,5,) proximity(7,4), proximity(7,6), below(7,6), above(7,4), right(7,4),
right(7,5), right(7,6), proximity(7,3), proximity(7,8), vertical(3), parallel(3,8),
proximity(3,7), proximity(3,9), left(3,7), left(3,8), left(3,9), below(3,7), below(3,8), above
9, proximity 2 proximity 4, horizontal(7), parallel(7,9), proximity(7,3), proximity(7,8),
left(7,8), above(7,3), above(7,8), above(7,9), right(7,3), proximity(7,4), proximity(7,6),
vertical(8), parallel(8,3), proximity(8,7), proximity(8,9), above(8,3), above(8,9),
below(8,7), right(8,3), right(8,7), right(8,9), proximity(8, 6), horizontal(9), parallel(9,7),
proximity(9,3), proximity(9,8), left(9,8), below(9,3), below(9,7), below(9,8), right(9,3),
proximity(9,2)

In the above pool of predicates already a selection was made to evaluate primarily only
combinations of lines in the same face and the lines individually; predicates which use
a line which is not part of the same face are marked in italics. From the above set of
found predicates some conclusions can be drawn :

i) not every combination of two or more lines can form a relation in the form of some
predicate
ii) some predicates found can be said not to contain information; e.g. all vertical lines
are parallel
iii) the extracted pool of predicates does not contain a fixed order

Not all predicates are useful in all circumstances. Depending on the prerequisites and
goal a set of predicates will be selected. A pool of predicates will be generated with
these predicates for each new object.

4.3 Computational complexity of a search mechanism

With the extracted pool of predicates, a very extensive description can be generated.
On the one hand it is desired that the result of the search mechanism which has to be
directed, is very strict. On the other hand calculation time has to be kept low, and also
non-ideal situations can be expected. A choice will have to be made in terms of which
goal is to be reached and which selection of predicates, in which order, might
accomplish this task best.

Supposing that an object in the KB contains P lines and the image under evaluation
contains N lines, then two complexity estimations can be found: an evaluation method
with an analysis on the image and an analysis on the line level.

4.3.1 Analysis on the image level
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In the analysis on the image level all lines present in the image will be involved. A
search mechanism uses the N lines in the image and tries to map p of these N lines to
the P lines of the object description. In a worst case estimation all different
combinations will be used : f;). In cases where the number of extracted lines exceeds
two digits the calculation time would become too large; the related predicates are
evaluated for each mapping. In case of a cube with 9 lines and 100 extracted lines, the
number of combinations would exceed 1012.

Winston [Winston, 1975] describes the human psychology in describing images. This
'behaviour' can be translated to algorithms. In the description of Winston special
attention was given to characteristics of an image. In the analysis of a cube a human
will tend to look at one specific vertex (to be specific, the corner vertex of line 3,4,7 in
Figure 13 ) for fast recognition purposes. If this vertex is unique in the database then
only a search for this characteristic in the image is necessary for a conclusive
recognition. The problem of generating a description with this method is more in terms
of how to extract more or less unique information and which formula or methodology
can be used to come to a conclusion for recognition.

c

E
Figure 15 A Venn diagram of 5

objects

Each object will have some ( combinations of - ) predicates which are unique in the
library ( Figure 15). Some predicates may be of little value by itself, but can be very
important in combinations with others.

3

1 2

Figure 16 Example for
connections and positions of

predicates
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In Figure 16 the 'value' of a predicate is exemplified: the predicate 'left(3,2)'
[Verschuren, 1995] is true, but so is 'left(l,2)'. Line 3 is described more precisely with
the predicate 'right(3,1)'. The placement of line 3 is further narrowed down by stating
'above(3,1)' and 'above(3,2)'. The predicates 'lprox2(1,2)' and 'lprox2(2,3)' go even
further.

Quite some time has been spent on figuring out a formula for the recognition process (
e.g. with what probability is which object recognized) or a methodology for a selection
of characteristic lines and associated predicates, but no method was found that could
give a solution to problems as what makes a cube specific, or how many and which
lines can be left out of a cube without changing its characteristics.

4.3.2 Analysis on the line level

In the analysis on the line level, the knowledge base entries are evaluated with only
one candidate line for each object line in a KB. If no order or directed search
mechanism is used, then the complexity would be of the same order as the analysis on

(N)
the image level : (p . The first problem to circumvent is the mapping of image - to
object lines. Monadic predicates (predicates with just one line as an argument) are
relatively less calculation intensive. Also the information value of these predicates is of
more importance than (some) diadic predicates (predicates with two lines as
arguments).

I
/

/
/

/
\ :'
\}/

v

Figure 17 A cube divided in three subsets

Supposing that the N image lines can be divided in smaller subsets by use of monadic
predicates, then the number of possible combinations in the mapping problem can be
decreased. One of the prerequisites was that the lines of which the objects are
composed all have perpendicular connections. The object lines point to either a
vertical, a left - or a right vanishing point (Figure 17). In the case of a characteristic
view of a cube, 3 vertical (V), 3 left horizontal (HL ) and 3 right horiz'ontal (HR) lines
exist. The amount of possible combinations becomes :
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where N C!: V + HL + HR
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The mapping problem without subsets (where e.g. 100 lines are extracted from the
image) gives 1,9022E+12 combinations, whereas a partition into subsets would yield a
maximum! of 1,7813E+ll combinations and when relative positions between the lines
in each set of lines are taken into account the amount of combinations decreases even
more (the result is very dependent on the image under evaluation, but is still
significantly less).

4.4 Selection of features and sequence

An important conclusion drawn from §4.3.1 is that some predicates are more important
than others. The conclusion from paragraph §4.3.2 is that the problems for an image
analysis on the line level are the order of the mapping of image to object lines and
predicate calculation complexity for each type of predicate. For an efficient search
algorithm the mapping combinations have to be minimized. This is achieved by using
the more 'important' (more discerning) or the less calculation complex predicates first.
Important predicates are e.g. a vertical or a proximity predicate. An object description
which contains P lines has to be combined with n of the N extracted image lines. For
this mapping the maximum number of combinations becomes:

[N1 [N-1) [N -2) [N -P+ 1) [N -P) _ N!
I x 1 x 1 X ••x 1 x 1 -

(N -P)!

If each line of an object can be described such that just one candidate image line is
suitable then in the extreme case just one mapping of lines is possible. A very
extensive description for each line can however take a lot of time to evaluate. Also
errors are hard to deal with. A choice has to be made which of these arguments to
stress: the mapping of candidate lines for each object line, the evaluation time for each
line in the line-structure description and error tolerance.

In the Vision Survey System several predicates have been implemented. The predicate
vertical is both important and less complex in terms of calculation time (in the
implementation the outcome of the evaluation of this predicate happens to be
precalculated for each line).

(33 * 32 * 31 * 34 * 33 * 32 * 33 * 32 * 31 =) 3,8476E+13 /
( 3 * 2 * 1 * 3 * 2 * 1 * 3 * 2 * 1 =) 216
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The order in which the predicates have to be placed can be both argumented and
derived from experiments. A Knowledge Base description generator is first
implemented, by which a selection of predicates and a structure can be tested.

The object model which has to be learned can be both a simulated object, or an
adjusted real object (the line length, angle and superfluos or missing lines can be
corrected with manual editing). Care has to be taken in cases where non-ideal images
are learned: the faults in the non-ideal image could result in strange KB descriptions.
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Chapter 5

Generation of the Knowledge Base line-structure

5.1 Introduction

The object to be described is contained in a set of lines extracted from a grey level
image. A suitable Knowledge Base description has to be made automatically for future
recognition from this set of lines. Although a description can be made in several
different ways, all different description methods and orders of the entries and the lines
in the entries of the description have their specific merits and demerits.

5.2 Goal of the Knowledge Base description

The goal is to describe an object to obtain a maximum result in the recognition process.
This maximum result can be in the form of fast recognition, a high probability value of
the result, a maximum of mapped lines (from image to object), and a possible fault
tolerant functionality. Depending on the objective of the recognition one or more of
these issues can be stressed. In Chapter 2 the choice was made to use geometrical
predicates as a description method. A pool of predicates is extracted from a new object,
from which a Knowledge base line-structure will be generated. In this line-structure
descriptions for each object line are placed. In the concluding part of each line
structure a lower and upper limit are defined for the number of mapped lines
necessary for the recognition of an object.

The generation of a Knowledge Base with use of all predicates from the generated pool
of predicates will result in a very elaborate description of the object. All relations can
be placed in a sort of logical AND relation. A non-fulfillment of one or more of the
rules for each line will give a negative result for this line, but only after testing all
rules in the description for each object a conclusion can be made regarding the
recognition of this object. Advantageous is that this evaluation gives a firm and definite
result: only lines that fully comply with the given description will be recognized.
Unfortunately all the mapping combinations will have to be evaluated with all the
known predicates. The arguments of some diadic predicates can be swapped; e.g. the
arguments of the parallel predicate. Precise knowledge of the evaluation method is
necessary in making the choice of using which predicates in what context ([Verschuren,
1995l,[Kaptein, 1993]).

A description which uses less rules will save on the calculation time and the result is
available quicker. The value of the result is unfortunately less; an incorrect line might
be included, or a line is missed in an image, or even worse, a combination of lines is
mistakenly labeled as an (wrong) object from the knowledge base. Ideal circumstances
are assumed at first, in which a description using all predicates will satisfy the goal
chosen. In a situation where noise occurs a different description is necessary.
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5.3 The pool of predicates

25

The pool of predicates is generated by evaluating all possible combinations of lines as
arguments for a selected set of Boolean predicates. Supposing that the object to be
learned contains P lines, then P times the number of monadic, p2 times the number of
diadic predicates and p3 times triadic predicates are evaluated.

The set of lines that is extracted from the grey level image has a sequence: the set of
lines used is generated from an ideal image in the learning stage by the same LLV
module used later in recognition. In the ideal situation where all object lines are
present in the same position in an image this fact can be used as an argument in setting
up the structure of the Knowledge Base: the image lines will be extracted in the same
order as the object lines, with some extra lines. In practice where many lines are
missing, misplaced or superfluous this fact is of little or no use. Fortunately the
structural matching process combines and recombines many lines in its search for
mappings of image to object lines with help of the rule based descriptions of objects.
The pool of predicates contains only information in the form of positively evaluated
predicates with a specific mapping of lines as arguments.

5.4 Description structures

The inference engine should evaluate all possible mapping combinations. For reasons
of computational complexity this is not recommended. The result of the recognition
process can be improved by letting the inference engine of Structural Matching use a
specific search pattern for the mapping of image to object lines (Paragraph 4.3.1, 4.3.2).
The mapping of lines is improved by use of the available predicates.

The mapping of image to object lines is executed with one new image line at a time.
The first line of an object can therefore only be found with a description that contains
at most one line for an argument. As a result the first line will contain no real
description, or just monadic predicates with the line itself as arguments. The
description for the next line can contain at most the first two lines as arguments.

Previously in weighting arguments for the description method it was mentioned that
the objects to be described are in a first approach of geometrical construction. The
objects (plates, stiffeners, etc.) have square corners. Any object in a scene (except the
parts as a strut or a ground plate) has one or more vertical lines. These can be used as
a first object line in the description.

Three different description structures for automatic generation were investigated.

5.4.1 The one pass structure
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vertical lines

Figure 19 The one pass description structure

The extracted lines from a new object are in the one pass Knowledge Base structure
(Figure 19) divided in two sets: vertical and nonverticallines. The order of the lines in
these two sets is arbitrary. The first line in the description is defined by one or more
monadic predicates of the first line. The following vertical lines are described by
monadic predicates and diadic predicates, with as arguments for the selected diadic
predicates the combination of the line itself and all its predecessors.

Table 2 A part of a one pass description with logical ANDs

This description will give a perfect description in ideal circumstances (Table 2). The
placement of the vertical lines first, after which the other lines follow, decreases the
amount of possible mapping combinations. Unfortunately noise will cause problems in
this structure. For example misaligned extracted lines (both in length and angle) will
cause the proximity relations not to be found.

From experiments several conclusions were drawn. An important conclusion is that a
line description can only be used with itself as a single argument, or itself in
combination with other existing lines (previously positive evaluated line mapping and
predicate descriptions).

This description structure works perfectly for the recognition process of objects in an
ideal situation. A problem arises when a line is missed: in the description of later lines
the error that led to the missing of a previous line will introduce more errors; the
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description with the missed line can't be positively evaluated.

'Zl

The one pass description was extended with an 'or notexist' construction: in every line
that involved a predecessor as an argument a check was done for the existence of this
line. In this way, in case a previous line could not be found, a description for a line
could still be evaluated with help of other predecessors. This description structure can
be automatically generated (Appendix A).

Other findings in the functioning of this description structure concern the amount of
information each predicate contains. Position predicates (left, right, above, below) carry
not much information by itself; in combination with other predicates (e.g. the
combination with Iprox2) however they do.

A problem with this description is how many lines may be missed for an eventual
positive evaluation. For a cube with 9 lines in a characteristic view, 6 recognized lines
can be said to be minimal. A percentage of the total object lines could be utilized for
the evaluation, but the consequences are that resembling substructures of objects will
lead to more than one positive evaluation with as a result that more than one object is
recognized in an image. Depending on the goal chosen for the recognition, this can be a
nuisance.

The problem of a one pass description is the sequence of the lines in the description.
The Knowledge Base will be generated depending on the random distribution of lines
in the two sets. An error in one of the lines which happens to come earlier in the
description (a predecessor), will have consequences for the recognition of later lines.

5.4.2 The two pass pre- and successor structure

The description method of the previous paragraph consisted of a gradual kind of
skeleton that was built up. With help of predecessors an increasingly larger
description for each next line is defined. Several theories were set up concerning the
behaviour of the inference engine using a specific description structure and order in
this structure.

In the first hypothesis the evaluation of a line-structure of a Knowledge Base starts
with very little problems in recognizing: vertical lines which are placed first in the
description are easily found, and the positions between the vertical lines (e.g. left,
above) are used to minimize the number of mapping combinations. Gradually as more
lines are positively evaluated, the description for later lines becomes stricter. The
assumption is that lines are missed not in the beginning of the description, but later on.
An error will more likely occur in 'later' lines.

In the second hypothesis the vertical lines are distributed between the beginning and
the end of the description. The assumption is that vertical lines form a good point of
contact: vertical lines can be recognized independent of other lines.
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Both of these hypotheses suggest using more than one pass. For the second theorem
however no arguments could be found; the likelihood of an error is not related to the
type of line (vertical or nonvertical). In a two pass description the skeleton of the
description is built up with pre- and successors (Figure 20).

description
length

description
length

line
index

•••••1•••••••••••••••••_ ••

1 line
index

. J. __ . _

I
I
I,
I
I
I
I
I

>-----vertical lines

Figure 20 The two pass pre- and successors description structure

In this description the vertical lines are also placed first. The inference engine is
directed to find in the first pass the vertical lines and then the nonvertical lines, with
help of their related predecessors. In this pass the same lines as in the one pass
description are recognized. In the second pass, the missed lines are searched for. Lines
are missed because of an error in the evaluation related to the line itself and its
predecessors.

The part of the description for the second pass is generated from a selection of
predicates from the pool of predicates: the monadic and diadic predicates that use the
line itself and its successors as arguments. This second pass will direct the inference
engine to evaluate other relations, possibly omitting the error.

The grammar for the generation of the Knowledge Base permits only one description
for a line in each line-structure KB description. Therefore a switching mechanism was
implemented which causes a description in a twofold way. For this description a new
kind of predicate had to be implemented: the monadic predicates (not-)first and (not
)last. In the mechanism of the inference engine, a candidate line is mapped from the
image set of lines to the object set of lines. From this mapping the 'direction' of the
functioning of the inference engine can be retrieved. This direcion is then used to select
between one of the two descriptions. The switch from the first to the second pass is
achieved by placing all lines in the end of the line-structure description as arguments
for a 'search_missed_line' predicate ([Verschuren, 1995],[Kaptein, 1993]; an example
can be studied in Appendix B).

Although this description is able to find objects in ideal images and also in somewhat
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less ideal images, unwanted behaviour can be the result.

29
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Figure 21 A two pass problem situation

In Figure 21 all lines will be evaluated to belong to the description of a cube. As can
be seen the problem is caused by the situation in which the relations of line 7 with its
successors are too weak: line 7 is parallel with its successors line 8 and 9. This problem
could be avoided by using a numerical predicate such as 'distance between', but
unfortunately in the mentioned situation this still would not always work (e.g. a
candidate mirrored in plane 2,3,8,9).

From the experiments with the first two description structures a different methodology
for dealing with non-ideal images was searched for.

5.4.3 The two pass different description structure

In the learning stage some information which can be extracted from a to be be learned
object was still not used. The triadic predicate 'between' was one of these. In itself it is
not too usefull: a between(5,1,2) (Figure 21, [Kaptein, 1993]) predicate can also be
formulated as left(l,5) and right(2,5). It does however contain some information about
the structure of an object. Supposing that in a first pass, a line is missed, then in a
second pass this structure information can be used. In the learning stage some of this
structure information can be extracted. It can be deducted from Figure 21 that, in the
case of a cube, line 7 should have a proximity relation with lines 1, 5 and 6. A new
predicate was formulated that uses this proximity relationship: 'proxy' (Figure 22). The
proxy predicate utilizes a different arguments passing method compared to the other
predicates: the amount of arguments is not fixed. The first argument is the index of the
line to be found, the next arguments are the indices of other lines which are involved
in the evaluation of the predicate.
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Figure 22 The proxy predicate

For each line in an object, the proximity relations are used for the second pass of the
description. The line 7 description of the cube to be recognized in Figure 21 would
contain the predicate description proxy(7,1,5,6). The predicate is evaluated to be true if
the (extension) of the first argument (line 7 in this case) crosses both regions around
the mean vertices of the 'surrounding' lines ( the vertex formed by 1,5 and the left
endpoint of line 6).

With help of this new predicate the third description structure is formed (Figure 23).
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Figure 23 The two pass different description structure

Instead of the 'last' predicate (§5.4.2) a predicate called 'smode' was implemented for
switching between the two descriptions. The smode predicate indicates the direction of
the search, whereas the last predicate just indicates if a later line of the object
description has already be mapped to an image line. This last description provides the
best results. (In Appendix C an example of the two pass different description structure
is placed).
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With the last implementation of the predicate proxy and the third description
structure, errors in the form of too long or short lines can be reckoned with. From
several experiments these kinds of errors can be eliminated.

For recognition, still several other kinds of errors are possible: instead of permitting
errors in line lengths also a choice can be made to permit an error in the angle of a
missed line. A candidate for line 7 in Figure 21 could have a position between the
vertices of lines 1,5 and 6, but due to an error in the angle of this candidate line it isn't
recognized as line 7 of the object.

Care has to be taken _what_ description is created by the KnowledgeBase generator. A
very specific example is the predicate 'tprox2' ([Kaptein, 1993, Verschuren, 1995]). The
intersection of the two lines is calculated in the definition of this predicate. For a
positive evaluation of this predicate, this intersection needs to be part of the second
line and also the distance between this intersection and the first line has to be less
than a minimal distance. No terms for the overshoot of the second line past the
intersection point are defined.

While learning an object the definition of the tprox2 predicate will result in tprox
predicates when a cube is described : every Iprox2 relation in a cube is also a tprox2
relation. A solution would be to redefine the tprox2 predicate: implement a margin for
the overshoot.

Not all of these situations and results of combining predicates can be predicted
beforehand. Although the Knowledge Base generator can make perfectly working
descriptions, several problems situations will have to be found and researched.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 Conclusions

A solution which gives an all time best method for vision analysis and recognition
purposes could not be found. Fortunately with the prerequisites a choice could be
made from which a solution and implementation followed: the Knowledge Base
generator.

In the implementation three different description structures for the generation of a
Knowledge Base were experimented with. A problem which is still not fully resolved is
how to deal with non ideal images. An ad-hoc solution will give some fault tolerant
performance. The question is how, which of the faults and where these faults will
occur. The origin can be placed in the hardware of the Vision Survey System (quality of
the cameras, lighting conditions, hardware implementation) the software (modules of
the Vision Survey System itself; implementations of Low Level Vision, Structural
Matching, theories of functions in the modules), or a combination of both.

From the research performed several conclusions were drawn:

• The goal of the research has been reached : with help of the Knowledge Base
Generator, descriptions can now be generated automatically. Learned objects can be
recognized with help of this description.

• Line segments are extracted in the Vision Survey System by Low Level Vision. This
extracted information is both used for the generation of new descriptions and for the
recognition of learned objects. The accuracy of the extraction of line segments will
have a big influence on the results of both the generation of Knowledge Base
descriptions and the recognition of learned objects.

• In non ideal scenes only 'ad-hoc' solutions are possible, in which some 'foolproof
mechanism can be built in, but this mechanism will only take care of a small set of L1."JO":
problems which can occur.

• At the moment the implementation limits the predicate relations to Boolean values
only (a predicate is evaluated to be true or false), but Jhi£san _~e modified easily if a
different kind of outcome is necessary. '-~C-?~- ~

• A £hoice has to be made what kind of objects to describe: simulated or (manipulated)
real images

• A choice has to be made what goal to be reached in the recognition process: ideal or-
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non-ideal images, and for the latter what kinds of errors have to be dealt with.

6.2 Recommendations

33

With help of the Knowledge Base generator different line-structures can be generated.
For future research a lot of work can be done. The Knowledge Base generator in itself
works perfectly. Now is however the choice how to make use of these descriptions,
how to combine one or more descriptions, etc. I would like to mention some specific
recommendations :

• Further structure experimentations are however necessary to account for non-ideal
situations. A start has been made to account for some errors.

• The Knowledge Base and predicate method provide a lot of means which have not all
been researched yet; besides the direct use of predicates, also combinations of sets of
predicates may be possible to recognize common structures (e.g. faces).

• Although not part of this research, the functionality of Structural Matching and Low
Level Vision is very important. Structural Matching and Low Level Vision work to a
certain extent. Optimizations in the form of higher accuracy and faster (or better)
algorithms are possible. Although a first step in the cooperation and exchange of
information between modules has been made, a lot of work can be realized to improve
the performance of recognition. A very specific subject is the definition of some
predicates, (e.g. tprox2) and a function of Structural Matching: search_missed_lines.

• A choice has to be made how to define the "goal" to be reached in the recognition
process. In the description a minimum and a maximum amount of to be recognized
lines is defined. A percentage of the total number of lines in a learned object is
recommended.

• At the moment the Vision Survey system functions in 2D : scenes on a 2D camera
plane are evaluated. A 3D Vision System would provide a large increase of information
and result in a better 3D object reconstruction. The limiting factor is the extraction of
lines in 3D. If it were possible to determine 3D positions of to be learned objects then a
more precise description can be generated and also the result of the recognition
process would become better.
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Appendix A The one pass description

Object 1 Objectname
Linestructure 1
Line 1 if TRUE

if vertical(1)
found_line( 1)

Line 2 if TRUE
if vertical(2) and
notex(1) or below(2,1) and
notex(1) or left(2,1)
found_line(2 )

Line 3 if ex(2)
if TRUE and
notex(2) or l_prox2(3,2) and
notex(2) or Cprox2(3,2) and
notex(2) or above(3,2) and
notex(2) or right(3,2) and
notex(2) or proxy(3,2) and
notex(2) or right(3,2) and
notex(2) or above(3,2)
found_line(3 )

Line 4 if ex(1) or ex(3)
if TRUE and
notex(1) or Lprox2(4,1) and
notex(1) or t_prox2(4,1) and
notex(1) or below(4,1) and
notex(1) or left(4,1) and
notex(3) or l_prox2(4,3) and
notex(3) or perpendicular(4,3) and
notex(3) or below(4,3) and
notex(3) or right(4,3) and
notex(3) or t_prox2(3,4) and
notex(3) or below(3,4) and
notex(3) or left(3,4) and
found_line(4)

Line 5 if ex(2) or ex(3) or ex(4)
if TRUE and
notex(2) or l_prox2(5,2) and
notex(2) or above(5,2) and
notex(2) or right(5,2) and
notex(2) or t_prox2(2,5) and
notex(2) or below(2,5) and
notex(2) or left(2,5) and
notex(3) or l_prox2(5,3) and
notex(3) or perpendicular(5,3) and
notex(3) or below(5,3) and
notex(3) or right(5,3) and
notex(3) or t_prox2(3,5) and
notex(3) or above(3,5) and
notex(3) or right(3,5) and
notex(4) or parallel(5,4) and
notex(4) or below(5,4) and
notex(4) or left(5,4)
found_line(5)

Line 6 if ex(1) or ex(3) or ex(4) or ex(5)
if TRUE and
notex(1) or l_prox2(6,1) and
notex(1) or t_prox2(6,1) and
notex(1) or below(6,1) and
notex(1) or left(6,1) and
notex(1) or t_prox2(1,6) and
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notex(1) or below(1,6) and
notex(1) or right(1,6) and
notex(3) or parallel(6,3) and
notex(3) or below(6,3) and
notex(3) or right(6,3) and
notex(3) or parallel_2D(3,6) and
notex(3) or above(3,6) and
notex(3) or left(3,6) and
notex(4) or l_prox2(6,4) and
notex(4) or perpendicular(6,4) and
notex(4) or below(6,4) and
notex(4) or left(6,4) and
notex(4) or Cprox2(4,6) and
notex(4) or above(4,6) and
notex(4) or left(4,6) and
notex(5) or l_prox2(6,5) and
notex(5) or t_prox2(6,5) and
notex(5) or perpendicular(6,5) and
notex(5) or above(6,5) and
notex(5) or right(6,5) and
notex(5) or Cprox2(5,6) and
notex(5) or above(5,6) and
notex(5) or left(5,6)
found_line(6)

Line 7 if ex(1) or ex(3) or ex(4) or ex(5) or ex(6)
if TRUE and
notex(1) or l_prox2(7,1) and
notex(1) or below(7,1) and
notex(1) or left(7,1) and
notex(1) or t_prox2(1,7) and
notex(1) or above(1,7) and
notex(1) or left(1,7) and
notex(3) or parallel(7,3) and
notex(3) or below(7,3) and
notex(3) or right(7,3) and
notex(4) or perpendicular(7,4) and
notex(4) or below(7,4) and
notex(4) or left(7,4) and
notex(5) or perpendicular(7,5) and
notex(5) or below(7,5) and
notex(5) or left(7,5) and
notex(6) or parallel(7,6) and
notex(6) or below(7,6) and
notex(6) or right(7,6)
found_line(7)

Line 8 if ex(2) or ex(3) or ex(4) or ex(5) or ex(6) or
ex(7)

if TRUE and
notex(2) or Lprox2(8,2) and
notex(2) or t_prox2(8,2) and
notex(2) or above(8,2) and
notex(2) or right(8,2) and
notex(2) or Cprox2(2,8) and
notex(2) or above(2,8) and
notex(2) or right(2,8) and
notex(3) or perpendicular(8,3) and
notex(3) or below(8,3) and
notex(3) or right(8,3) and
notex(4) or parallel(8,4) and
notex(4) or below(8,4) and
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notex(4) or left(8,4) and
notex(5) or parallel(8,5) and
notex(5) or below(8,5) and
notex(5) or left(8,5) and
notex(6) or perpendicular(8,6) and
notex(6) or below(8,6) and
notex(6) or right(8,6) and
notex(7) or Lprox2(8,7) and
notex(7) or t_prox2(8,7) and
notex(7) or perpendicular(8,7) and
notex(7) or above(8,7) and
notex(7) or left(8,7)
found_line(8) sml(7) sml(6) sml(5) sml(4)

Goal if minimal_nmbr_lines(7,8)
found_object(l)
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Appendix B The two pass description : pre- and successors

Object 1 Objectname
Linestructure 1
Line 1 if TRUE

if vertica1(l)
found_line(l)

Line 2 if notlast(2) or ex(l) and
last(2) or ex(3) or ex(4) or ex(5)
if TRUE and
notlast(2) or notex(l) or l_prox2(2,1) and
notlast(2) or notex(l) or below(2,1) and
notlast(2) or notex(l) or left(2,1) and
last(2) or notex(3) or paralleL2D(2,3) and
last(2) or notex(3) or paralle1(2,3) and
last(2) or notex(3) or above(2,3) and
last(2) or notex(3) or right(2,3) and
last(2) or notex(4) or parallel_2D(2,4) and
last(2) or notex(4) or paralle1(2,4) and
last(2) or notex(4) or above(2,4) and
last(2) or notex(4) or right(2,4) and
last(2) or notex(5) or Lprox2(2,5) and
last(2) or notex(5) or perpendicular(2,5) and
last(2) or notex(5) or above(2,5) and
last(2) or notex(5) or left(2,5)
found_line(2)

Line 3 if notlast(3) or ex(l) or ex(2) and
last(3) or ex(4) or ex(5)
if TRUE and
notlast(3) or notex(l) or l_prox2(3,1) and
notlast(3) or notex(l) or below(3,1) and
notlast(3) or notex(l) or left(3,1) and
notlast(3) or notex(2) or parallel_2D(3,2) and
notlast(3) or notex(2) or paralle1(3,2) and
notlast(3) or notex(2) or below(3,2) and
notlast(3) or notex(2) or left(3,2) and
last(3) or notex(4) or paralleL2D(3,4) and
last(3) or notex(4) or paralle1(3,4) and
last(3) or notex(4) or below(3,4) and
last(3) or notex(4) or left(3,4) and
last(3) or notex(5) or perpendicular(3,5) and
last(3) or notex(5) or above(3,5) and
last(3) or notex(5) or left(3,5)
found_line(3)

Line 4 if notlast(4) or ex(l) or ex(2) or ex(3) and
last(4) or ex(5)
if TRUE and
notlast(4) or notex(l) or l_prox2(4,1) and
notlast(4) or notex(l) or below(4,1) and
notlast(4) or notex(l) or left(4,1) and
notlast(4) or notex(2) or parallel_2D(4,2) and
notlast(4) or notex(2) or parallelC4,2) and
notlast(4) or notex(2) or below(4,2) and
notlast(4) or notex(2) or left(4,2) and
notlast(4) or notex(3) or parallel_2D(4,3) and
notlast(4) or notex(3) or paralle1(4,3) and
notlast(4) or notex(3) or above(4,3) and
notlast(4) or notex(3) or right(4,3) and
last(4) or notex(5) or l_prox2(4,5) and
last(4) or notex(5) or perpendicular(4,5) and
last(4) or notex(5) or above(4,5) and
last(4) or notex(5) or left(4,5)
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found_line( 4)
Line 5 if notlast(5) or ex(l) or ex(2) or ex(3) or

ex(4) and last(5)
if TRUE and
notlast(5) or notex(l) or l_prox2(5,1) and
notlast(5) or notex(l) or above(5,1) and
notlast(5) or notex(l) or right(5,1) and
notlast(5) or notex(2) or l_prox2(5,2) and
notlast(5) or notex(2) or perpendicular(5,2) and
notlast(5) or notex(2) or below(5,2) and
notlast(5) or notex(2) or left(5,2) and
notlast(5) or notex(3) or perpendicular(5,3) and
notlast(5) or notex(3) or above(5,3) and
notlast(5) or notex(3) or right(5,3) and
notlast(5) or notex(4) or l_prox2(5,4) and
notlast(5) or notex(4) or perpendicular(5,4) and
notlast(5) or notex(4) or above(5,4) and
notlast(5) or notex(4) or right(5,4)
found_line(5) sm1(4) sm1(3)

Goal if minimaLnmbr_lines(5,5)
found_object(l)
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Appendix C The two pass different description
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Object 1 Nono
Linestructure 1
Line 1 if TRUE

if vertical(l)
found_line(l)

Line 2 if TRUE
if vertical(2) and
notex(l) or below(2,1) and
notex(l) or left(2,1)
found_line(2)

Line 3 if smode(3) or ex(2) and
notsmode(3) or ex(2)
if TRUE and
smode(3) or notex(2) or 1_prox2(3,2) and
smode(3) or notex(2) or t_prox2(3,2) and
smode(3) or notex(2) or above(3,2) and
smode(3) or notex(2) or right(3,2) and
notsmode(3) or notex(2) or proxy(3,2) and
notsmode(3) or notex(2) or right(3,2) and
notsmode(3) or notex(2) or above(3,2)
found_line(3)

Line 4 if smode(4) or ex(l) or ex(3) and
notsmode(4) or ex(l) or ex(3)
if TRUE and
smode(4) or notex(l) or 1_prox2(4,1) and
smode(4) or notex(l) or t_prox2(4,1) and
smode(4) or notex(l) or below(4,1) and
smode(4) or notex(l) or left(4,1) and
smode(4) or notex(3) or Lprox2(4,3) and
smode(4) or notex(3) or perpendicular(4,3) and
smode(4) or notex(3) or below(4,3) and
smode(4) or notex(3) or right(4,3) and
smode(4) or notex(3) or t_prox2(3,4) and
smode(4) or notex(3) or below(3,4) and
smode(4) or notex(3) or left(3,4) and
notsmode(4) or notex(l) or notex(3) or

proxy(4,1,3) and
notsmode(4) or notex(l) or left(4,1) and
notsmode(4) or notex(l) or below(4,1) and
notsmode(4) or notex(3) or right(4,3) and
notsmode(4) or notex(3) or below(4,3)
found_line(4)

Line 5 if smode(5) or ex(2) or ex(3) or ex(4) and
notsmode(5) or ex(2) or ex(3)
if TRUE and
smode(5) or notex(2) or 1_prox2(5,2) and
smode(5) or notex(2) or above(5,2) and
smode(5) or notex(2) or right(5,2) and
smode(5) or notex(2) or Cprox2(2,5) and
smode(5) or notex(2) or below(2,5) and
smode(5) or notex(2) or left(2,5) and
smode(5) or notex(3) or 1_prox2(5,3) and
smode(5) or notex(3) or perpendicular(5,3) and
smode(5) or notex(3) or below(5,3) and

smode(5) or notex(3) or right(5,3) and
smode(5) or notex(3) or t_prox2(3,5) and
smode(5) or notex(3) or above(3,5) and
smode(5) or notex(3) or right(3,5) and
smode(5) or notex(4) or parallel(5,4) and
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smode(5) or notex(4) or below(5,4) and
smode(5) or notex(4) or left(5,4) and
notsmode(5) or notex(2) or notex(3) or

proxy(5,2,3) and
notsmode(5) or notex(2) or right(5,2) and
notsmode(5) or notex(2) or above(5,2) and
notsmode(5) or notex(3) or right(5,3) and
notsmode(5) or notex(3) or below(5,3)
found_line(5)

Line 6 if smode(6) or ex(l) or ex(3) or ex(4) or
ex(5) and

notsmode(6) or ex(l) or ex(4) or ex(5)
if TRUE and
smode(6) or notex(l) or Lprox2(6,1) and
smode(6) or notex(l) or t_prox2(6,1) and
smode(6) or notex(l) or below(6,1) and
smode(6) or notex(l) or left(6,1) and
smode(6) or notex(l) or t_prox2(1,6) and
smode(6) or notex(l) or below(1,6) and
smode(6) or notex(l) or right(1,6) and
smode(6) or notex(3) or parallel(6,3) and
smode(6) or notex(3) or below(6,3) and
smode(6) or notex(3) or right(6,3) and
smode(6) or notex(3) or parallel_2D(3,6) and
smode(6) or notex(3) or above(3,6) and
smode(6) or notex(3) or left(3,6) and
smode(6) or notex(4) or 1_prox2(6,4) and
smode(6) or notex(4) or perpendicular(6,4) and
smode(6) or notex(4) or below(6,4) and
smode(6) or notex(4) or left(6,4) and
smode(6) or notex(4) or t_prox2(4,6) and
smode(6) or notex(4) or above(4,6) and
smode(6) or notex(4) or left(4,6) and
smode(6) or notex(5) or Lprox2(6,5) and
smode(6) or notex(5) or t_prox2(6,5) and
smode(6) or notex(5) or perpendicular(6,5) and
smode(6) or notex(5) or above(6,5) and
smode(6) or notex(5) or right(6,5) and
smode(6) or notex(5) or t_prox2(5,6) and
smode(6) or notex(5) or above(5,6) and
smode(6) or notex(5) or left(5,6) and
notsmode(6) or notex(l) or notex(4) or notex(5)

or proxy(6,1,4,5) and
notsmode(6) or notex(l) or left(6,1) and
notsmode(6) or notex(l) or below(6,1) and
notsmode(6) or notex(4) or left(6,4) and
notsmode(6) or notex(4) or below(6,4) and
notsmode(6) or notex(5) or right(6,5) and
notsmode(6) or notex(5) or above(6,5)
found_line(6)

Line 7 if smode(7) or ex(l) or ex(3) or ex(4) or
ex(5) or ex(6) and

notsmode(7) or ex(l)
if TRUE and
smode(7) or notex(l) or 1_prox2(7,1) and
smode(7) or notex(l) or below(7,1) and
smode(7) or notex(l) or left(7,1) and
smode(7) or notex(l) or t_prox2(1,7) and
smode(7) or notex(l) or above(1,7) and
smode(7) or notex(l) or left(1,7) and
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smode(7) or notex(3) or parallel(7,3) and
smode(7) or notex(3) or below(7,3) and
smode(7) or notex(3) or right(7,3) and
smode(7) or notex(4) or perpendicular(7,4) and
smode(7) or notex(4) or below(7,4) and
smode(7) or notex(4) or left(7,4) and
smode(7) or notex(5) or perpendicular(7,5) and
smode(7) or notex(5) or below(7,5) and
smode(7) or notex(5) or left(7,5) and
smode(7) or notex(6) or parallel(7,6) and
smode(7) or notex(6) or below(7,6) and
smode(7) or notex(6) or right(7,6) and
notsmode(7) or notex(l) or proxy(7,1) and
notsmode(7) or notex(l) or left(7,1) and
notsmode(7) or notex(l) or below(7,1)
found_line(7)

Line 8 if smode(8) or ex(2) or ex(3) or ex(4) or
ex(5) or ex(6) or ex(7) and

notsmode(8) or ex(2) or ex(7)
if TRUE and
smode(8) or notex(2) or l_prox2(8,2) and
smode(8) or notex(2) or t_prox2(8,2) and
smode(8) or notex(2) or above(8,2) and
smode(8) or notex(2) or right(8,2) and
smode(8) or notex(2) or t_prox2(2,8) and
smode(8) or notex(2) or above(2,8) and
smode(8) or notex(2) or right(2,8) and
smode(8) or notex(3) or perpendicular(8,3) and
smode(8) or notex(3) or below(8,3) and
smode(8) or notex(3) or right(8,3) and
smode(8) or notex(4) or parallel(8,4) and
smode(8) or notex(4) or below(8,4) and
smode(8) or notex(4) or left(8,4) and
smode(8) or notex(5) or parallel(8,5) and
smode(8) or notex(5) or below(8,5) and
smode(8) or notex(5) or left(8,5) and
smode(8) or notex(6) or perpendicular(8,6) and
smode(8) or notex(6) or below(8,6) and
smode(8) or notex(6) or right(8,6) and
smode(8) or notex(7) or l_prox2(8,7) and
smode(8) or notex(7) or t_prox2(8,7) and
smode(8) or notex(7) or perpendicular(8,7) and
smode(8) or notex(7) or above(8,7) and
smode(8) or notex(7) or left(8,7) and
notsmode(8) or notex(2) or notex(7) or

proxy(8,2,7) and
notsmode(8) or notex(2) or right(8,2) and
notsmode(8) or notex(2) or above(8,2) and
notsmode(8) or notex(7) or left(8,7) and
notsmode(8) or notex(7) or above(8,7)
found_line(8) sml(7) sml(6) sml(5) sml(4)

Goal if minimal_nmbr_Iines(7,8)
found_object(l)
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